500   AN  INTRODUCTION   TO   CHILD   STUDY
fundamental processes and abstract numbers. Strickland23
found that six types ot graph, namely, the developmental
picture chart, unit pictograph, bar graph with figures given
bar on grid, line graph, and circle graph, representing 'sub-
ject matter which was in line with their current classroom
interests were readily read by children in the second, third,
and fourth grades. The content of the social studies offers
many possibilities for the use of graphs which add concrete-
ness to the social studies program as well as contribute to
growth of facility in quantitative thinking.
LEARNING TO GET ALONG WITH
OTHER PEOPLE
This is a very important type of learning throughout
elementary and high school. Through associating with
others, the child's attitude toward them is changed. Always
wanting to have his own way results in dissatisfaction in the
end because it ostracizes him from the group. A generous
act wins social approval. The boy or girl learns through
experience which responses on his part are pleasing and
which are displeasing to others. From observing persons
who are successful in social situations an intelligent child
can learn to recognize the kind of behavior that is socially
desirable. A less socially sensitive child needs more specific
instructions as to the type of behavior that is desirable in
concrete situations.
ACQ U IR I NO H AB I TS   OF   STUDIOUSNESS
Attitudes and habits of work are more important than the
knowledge acquired. The two, however, develop together.
Although one cannot judge studiousness entirely by out-
ward appearances, the following behavior which has been
observed by Symonds 24 and others to be characteristic of
studious pupils has significance:
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